MEMORANDUM
TO: R.V. BEY PUBLICATIONS
FR: Sidi Saleem Azeem Bey Efendi
DT: For Publication on Holy Day May 5, 2017 (1438)
I am distributing this memorandum in for publication on the 155th anniversary of Cinco de Mayo to clear up some
organized confusion that persists regarding the true background and status of the Moors originally domiciled here in
North America (El Maghreb El Aqsa). Prophet Noble Drew Ali brought forth a Divine Truth that has NOT been placated by
falsehood as it may appear ‘online’. History repeats itself, and Noble Drew Ali said that he would repeat himself as well.
The agitation, misinformation, disinformation, and overall confounding tactics of COINTELPRO agents disguised as ‘faithful
Moors’ has made it necessary for ‘the faithful’ to provide some clarification and by design, wield the sword of truth and
shame the devil.
For the record, when Prophet Noble Drew Ali passed form in 1929, a great “sellout” occurred. Noble Drew Ali’s own
Supreme Grand Business manager, Aaron Payne El, listed Prophet Noble Drew Ali’s race as “black-American” on his death
certificate. This was in essence for all practical and legal purposes – a betrayal. Aaron Payne El was a Moorish adept,
attorney and graduate of the prestigious University of Chicago School of Law. This was surely not an error, for ALL adepts
know that the true race of the Moors is “Asiatic”, and not ‘black’ (See Key #90). After the Prophet passed form, the
faithful Moors set out to murder Aaron Payne El for treason. His home was protected by none other than the Chicago City
Police. “Police protection” and or close relations is the tell-tale sign of a covert agent provocateur. The same corrupt
Chicago Police department that was responsible for the false arrest and abuse of Prophet Noble Drew Ali, was now
protecting the man (Aaron Payne) who blatantly labeled The Prophet Noble Drew Ali a ‘Negro’ posthumously. (i.e. “Black”
American necessarily means ‘Negro’ in Law according to Black’s Law Dictionary 4th Edition)
Because Noble Drew Ali was a mastermind, he had given definitive assignments to several of his faithful Moors, and many
today are still trying to figure out what is clear to the clairvoyant. But Allah reveals truth to whom he will. Time is also the
best revealer, and E. Mealy El, also an attorney, proved to be a faithful Moor in that he kept records that allowed the ‘new
Moors’ to find the bread crumbs left by the Prophet. Elijah Poole Bey could often be found on the front row of Prophet
Noble Drew Ali’s temple meetings feverishly taking notes. He was very humble, soft-spoken, quiet and most studious.
Because of his demeanor, Noble Drew Ali gave him the assignment of keeping “Islam” alive in name and creed for the
Moors, who were about to take yet another fall due to infighting and betrayal. Bro. Poole Bey discarded Moorish
nationality altogether and altered the racial aspect of the Prophet’s teachings and began to refer to the Moors as the
“Asiatic Black man” – a misnomer. He also took on the name Elijah Muhammad, because he himself was to carry the torch
of Islam as a reminder of our ancient creed. Elijah Muhammad gave his most trusted divine Minister the title “Bey”. He is
still alive today and is known as Brother Lucius Bey (Lucius = Roman praenomen, or given name, which was derived from
Latin lux "light). Minister Lucius Bey is known as “The Dean” of the Honorable Elijah Muhammad's Ministers in the Nation
of Islam, and with good reason. He also gave his most famous member Cassius Clay, the title Muhammad “Ali”, and with
good reason. He knew the TRUTH. See http://www.house.state.pa.us/RTKL/RTKL-for-1933HR75.pdf
Charles Mosely Bey a/k/a C.M. Bey was a prominent Cleveland attorney who was under the jurisdiction of subordinate
Temple No. 7, where Bro. Childs-Bey was the Governor. C.M. Bey was a so exceptional and proficient in Law, he was
barred from wearing his fez unlawfully by a judge in Ohio due to prejudice. This ultimately kept him from attending the
court proceeding and was his only loss in the case of Ahmed El a/k/a Tonelli. Noble Drew Ali had assigned C.M. Bey with
keeping Moorish sovereignty and autonomy alive and well, and that alone from a jurisprudence standpoint. As obedience
is far better than sacrifice, Bro. C.M. Bey later filed a copyrighted document in the Library of Congress in 1947 coded for
the United States Title Code 22, Chapter 2, and Section 141 under judicial protection. He also recorded the ‘tax-immune’,
diplomatic status of the Moors in conjunction with the proper protection(s) afforded them via the MFN clause and the
1947 Treaty between Italy [i.e. Rome] and the U.S.A#. Remember, Noble Drew Ali said: ““I brought you everything it takes
to save a nation take it and save yourself.” See https://www.loc.gov/law/help/us-treaties/bevans/m-ust000004-0311.pdf
Five (5) years after this occurrence, the Nationality Act of 1952 was passed by the U.S. Corporation, which
unconstitutionally deprived individuals of prior nationality. Stripping Moorish Nationality from the Moors yet again
prevented them from taking advantage of their birth-right tax immunity, property-tax exemption(s), and political rights
associated with Citizenship of another State. (Moroccan Empire) The Library of Congress filing of C.M. Bey was a huge
blow to the European oligarchy occupying the land of the Moors as trustees of the U.S. Corporation. It was also a huge
blow to the dirty Moors who betrayed Noble Drew Ali and his teachings. C.M. Bey’s full volume set includes information
on Moorish Nationality and “Islamism” as our original Creed. It rebukes ‘religion’ and also includes a nationality card, tax
exempt affidavits, and other useful information absent from today’s temples. It does not however, include information on
Prophet Noble Drew Ali or name him in any way. This was by design as Allah is the greatest of planners. The Nationality
Act of 1952 was ultimately overturned by none other than the Supreme Court.
Charles Kirkman-Bey accompanied Noble Drew Ali in 1928 to Havana, Cuba and attended the: CONVENTION ON PRIVATE
INTERNATIONAL LAW where he was given the land mandate for the Americas. Kirkman Bey, his personal interpreter, is
said to have spoken ‘92’ languages. Well, this is codex by the adepts to indicate that Kirkman-Bey was indeed a traitor and
double-agent. [i.e. Key ‘92’ of the Moorish Questionnaire 101’s: Q: What title does Satan give Himself? A: God.] The
number “92” is the numerical value of the Hebrew word Jachin according to Abellio, one of the two columns of the
Temple of Solomon, the other being Boaz. (1 K 7,21) According to the Bible, Boaz and Jachin were two copper, brass or
bronze pillars which stood in the porch of Solomon's Temple, the first Temple in Jerusalem. JACHIN AND BOAZ (Heb. ָיִכ ָי

)זַעֹּ ב, two pillars which were set up in front of the Sanctuary in Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem. This is veiled symbolism for
Moors who are awakened.
According to Ohio State and County Records, subordinate Temple # 7 under the governance of Bro. Childs-Bey was sold to
Standard Oil Company* after the Prophet’s transition in 1929, and a new entity was created (i.e. the Moorish Science
Temple of America INC.). C. Kirkman-Bey made unlawful changes as far as incorporating a separate entity from what The
Prophet established in his 1928 Cook County Affidavit. He also placed the title “Sultan” on his red fez, which was against
Prophet Noble Drew Ali’s instructions. The Freedom of Information Act requests also uncovered the fact that Colonel C.
Kirkman-Bey was also an informant for the FBI, put in place to deliver information on the Moorish movement and
counteract its potency.
The only full volume set left in the World of C.M. Bey's work (Clock of Destiny full volume set) is in the custody of the
University of Denver Law library. The former head professor of law (Dean Martin J. Katz) had it checked out as of the year
2012. This had been kept privately in his personal library for at least 5 years. The University of Denver has recently
appointed Bruce Smith, JD, PhD, as Dean of its Sturm College of Law, effective July 1, 2016. Smith came to Denver
University from the University Of Illinois College of Law where he had served as a tenured professor since 2006.
Interestingly enough, the five (5) years is the mandatory minimum for repatriation for Moors back to the Empire of
Morocco. Strangely enough, the CIA has since 2005 shifted their domestic headquarters to Denver, Colorado. See link:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2005/05/05/AR2005050501860.html
Noble Drew Ali’s former Supreme Grand Business Manager Aaron Payne El abandoned his Moorish title ‘EL’ and
incredulously became the Prosecuting District Attorney for the City of Chicago! He later opened his own private practice
as “Aaron Payne” and represented famous boxer Joe Louis, singer Nat King Cole, and other prominent so-called AfricanAmericans. He became a millionaire and was largely successful.
The peculiar fact that we are indeed the true descendants “Moroccans” was completely abandoned until the national
emergence of Grand Sheik Frederick Turner El, who spoke both Arabic and English. Turner El He worked with the Prime
Minister of Morocco Hajj Ahmed Balafrej to help arrange the independence of the Kingdom of Morocco in 1956(See MSTA
FBI file, Report, 4/22/1944, Chicago file 100-33742)
As early as 1934, Grand Sheik Frederick Turner El led his New York Moors to their first religion-based legal victory
concerning the Moslem holy day (Friday). See also “Fez No Hat and so it May Be Worn in Court,” Independent, January 28,
1937, 5. Sheik Turner-El began vigorously adopting the term “Moroccan” as opposed to just ‘Moorish’. His strategic use
of Questionnaire Key 31’s ‘national descent name’ clearly related to the contemporary ‘state’ of Morocco as opposed to
the Empire, of which he was a true heir and trustee as Sheik. He began to immediately look towards the U.N. as a model
and source of legitimization for Moorish-American grievances. As he spoke both English and Arabic fluently, the name
change was likely done to appeal to an international political audience at-large and increase the potency of his charge(s).
In 1958, Sheik Turner El addressed the U.S. Justice Department, pointing to the U.N. genocide declaration as a legal and
ideological base on which the U.S. could begin preventing the further “physical and mental destruction” of so-called
African Americans. Ultimately, Sheik Turner El lost followers due to confusion, as the civil rights movement and the
desperation for jobs and finance caused potential followers to move towards the more lucrative Black Muslim faction
(NOI) and negro Christian ministries, which were heavily financed by Texas billionaire H.L. Hunt and the U.S. corporation
respectively through 501c(3) funding. See Link: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H._L._Hunt
These newly formed movements had the numbers and ultimately created the paradigm that still exists today. Frederick
Turner El was on the right path. Noble Drew Ali stated: “We are what our ancestors were without doubt of contradiction.”
Moors were and are still unwilling to totally accept their true national descent name, even though it is imperative for their
salvation. See Keys 31 & 34. In September of 1952, at Frederick Turner El’s Moroccan National Convention, 119
distinguished guests included El Aboud Bouhafa and Mohammed Butts (who had both come in May representing Saudi
Arabia and Pakistan) as well as Dr. El-Mehdi Aboud, a diplomatic representative of the Sultan of Morocco. There, a
committee drafted a petition to be presented to the U.N. asking for Moroccan freedom, which was ultimately granted in
1956.
Sheik Turner El’s fighting spirit is alive and well today in the faithful Moors who study themselves, regardless of faction,
grand body, temple affiliation, non-affiliation or whatever the case. The jurisprudential excellence of C.M. Bey’s work has
spawned Moors who study daily the international laws and treaties that pertain to the Moors true status and distinction
globally. In 1963 it was reported that after a thirteen-year battle, the Moroccan National Home of in Norfolk,
Connecticut—described as existing “for educational and spiritual purposes”—had finally won full tax exemption thanks in
part to C.M. Bey’s copyrighted documents in the Library of Congress. The late Frederick Turner El proved that ‘Moroccan’
is our true national descent name. As this is a new era of time, and the modern name for ‘Moabites’ is indeed –
Moroccans, we should all be aware of this ancient and modern philosophy, because “truth is the only thing that changes
not.” Sheik Turner El proved that the Asiatics from Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and the kingdom of Morocco recognized us as
“Moroccans” in accordance with our own doctrine which dated back to at least 1927. The most ironic piece of his
accomplishment is that he did this great work while a Sheik in the Moorish Science Temple of America, Inc., a 501c(3).
This should be proof alone that it does not matter where you are, it matters most what you DO. We are to be active and
not passive. It is really up to us. Unity is strength and when there is teamwork and collaboration, wonderful things can be
achieved. Holy Qur’an of Mecca, Verse (13:11) - English Transliteration: “Indeed, Allah will not change the condition of a
people until they change what is in themselves. And when Allah intends for a people ill, there is no repelling it. And there
is not for them besides Him any patron.”

“Quotes” and Other Pertinent Information/ Reference and Educational purposes ONLY:
“In Baltimore they stopped Me from coming into a Temple of theirs. In Newark, New Jersey , they rejected Me twice. They
were so afraid and jealous of that which Noble Drew Ali gave them that they thought that MY STRONG TEACHINGS OF
GOD AND ISLAM may put some of them out of office.” – Elijah Poole Bey a/k/a Honorable Elijah Muhammad
“We have a group of Moslems called Moorish Americans. They wrote Me a letter not so long ago saying that they were
coming over to join up with us. They waited so long that I wrote and asked them to come on. There were welcome
because I have known them for a long time.” – Elijah Poole Bey a/k/a Honorable Elijah Muhammad
Haroldson Lafayette "H. L." Hunt, Jr. (February 17, 1889 – November 29, 1974), known throughout his life as H. L. Hunt,
was a Texas oil tycoon and conservative Republican political activist. By trading poker winnings for oil rights, he ultimately
secured title to much of the East Texas Oil Field, one of the world's largest oil deposits. From it and his other acquisitions,
he accrued a fortune that was among the world's largest; at the time of his death, he was reputed to have the highest net
worth of any individual in the world. His personal life, which featured many children by three wives, was among the chief
inspirations for the television series Dallas, whose most famous character J.R. Ewing was largely based on popular
perceptions of Hunt. USD $1 billion at the time of his death (approximately 1/1474th of US GNP)
*Standard Oil Co. Inc. was an American oil producing, transporting, refining, and marketing company. Established in 1870
by John D. Rockefeller as a corporation in Ohio, it was the largest oil refinery in the world of its time.
“Children, you are just plain rich.” - Noble Drew Ali
“Chicago is doomed and Detroit must go down for what they have done to I, your Prophet”, (the Holy Prophet was unjustly
arrested in both Detroit, Michigan and Chicago, Illinois during His divine ministry.) – Noble Drew Ali
#“Rome. 2000 years ago, you got me, but I got you today.” – Noble Drew Ali
“Let all old business stay as it is, and all new business, do it in your free national name.” – Noble Drew Ali
“Those that were with me 2000 years ago, are with me today, and those that were against me 2000 years ago, are against
me today.” – Noble Drew Ali
“Noble Drew Ali came unto his own, and they received him not.” - Elijah Poole Bey a/k/a Elijah Muhammad
“Allah alone guides the destiny of the Moorish Science Temple of America.” - Noble Drew Ali
“The foreign language that we most need to learn is Spanish.” - Noble Drew Ali
“The third and fourth generation will see the good of my work. – Noble Drew Ali
“You are not American citizens or members of the white man’s world. The only American citizens are the white people
who are originally from Europe. So why fight a losing battle by trying to be recognized as something you are not and never
will be. I am not trying to disillusion you but merely telling you the truth.” – Elijah Poole Bey a/k/a Elijah Muhammad
“There will be no successor. There is no need for a successor when a man has got the Divine truth and has brought you
face to face with God.” - Elijah Poole Bey a/k/a Elijah Muhammad
“No, No, No. After this, the whole entire Nation of Black people will be governed divinely and the government will be a
Divine government and not something that is governed locally, like we have today. We will have a Divine government set
up for us, and it will stand forever. We will not need any change.” - Elijah Poole Bey a/k/a Elijah Muhammad
“We are going to be taxed to death.” - Noble Drew Ali
“I have got the world in a jug, and the stopper in my hand.” Others said that the Holy Prophet said, “I have got the world in
a jug, and the stopper in my hand. I have got the Asiatic, and I have got the European. I have got the silver and I have got
the gold.” – Noble Drew Ali
“Some of my best Moors are still in the church [Rome].” – Noble Drew Ali

Islamism,

Sidi Saleem Azeem Bey

[End of Memorandum]

